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The European and American certification has been accepted.  Huge incentives from 

Italian governments. (:12).  Goes over KF work worldwide on progress, and 

manufacturing.  (:18). It's said Keshe will be richest man in world, more than Bill Gates, 

so be it, "it's all yours". The KF will hold 51% of Corporate shareholders and this way 

what happened in China won't happen again. The CD size will become marketable. (:24). 

You can't put plastic on the Nano coated plate or you change the condition and don't get 

CO2. There is dispute about Bulgarian KF, if they don't come up with registration or 

setup a new Foundation. (:29).  There is a new batch of MG PU, new documentation and 

way of setting up. If you put a meter on both sides of PU it blocks the P and to point of 

melting down. You can not put a meter after, but appliances and calculate usage. The 

Japanese setup said the Grid meter after a while comes to, they think it ruins the meter, 

it's the 50 Hz sine wave that causes the P to release, if they take the PU out the meter 

works again (it took 2 weeks to Nano coat wiring system), Keshe says this is the purpose 

of the PU, Zero Energy use, it proves the Unit. So now Japanese going into full 

manufacture.   (:36). Presentation of work KF Blueprint Website, photos of experiments, 

Coil winding method.  (Working on water decontamination of the caustic by-product, it 

will separate the caustic and reuse it in next batch, most of residue is a Gans and could be 

used to coat the coils. )  Shows the Nano coating process of Coils, hanging above the 

caustic. Anybody who produces new products, it can be put on the KF website. KF will 

by-pass Paypal and use it's own payment system.  (:54). Ali's reactor running drill, do not 

use tapes, glues on capacitor or system will burn up, you create a resistive condition. The 

KF will make available plates to put the coils on, capacitors and coils will be available.   

(1:04). Second Video of MG Unit (Keshe Magrav unit), he is wrapping the coils with 

drill, if drill goes anti- clockwise the coils come out clockwise, confusing because they 

call it anti-clockwise, (he says the Blueprint PDF is correct, don't use plastic around the 

coils.   (1:08). when don't understand go back to natural conditions, when the MG fields 

of the sun and earth meet they start heating up, that's what heats the earth. The coils are 

like the sun and capacitor like the earth, creates heating, when you have a Gans coating 

on the clothe it penetrates and becomes part of it, then you don't get much resistance. If 

you made coils wrong way don't get rid of them later we teach how to use them for 

something else, heating coils. (1:15).  Everything is made of different MG fields, no 2 

stars are same. This is the beginning of new adventure. Save "mistakes" for future 

unknown knowledge.  (1:19). The Gans should be as dry as possible, a paste is enough 

moist but not wet, otherwise you have a powder. Get rid of 2nd meter.  (1:26). After a 

couple weeks check the wires to Grid to see if Nano coated, it means it works. You have 

crossed the Coulombs barrier of Cu.  Suggestion to mix 2% olive oil with Gans so it 

doesn't dry up, have to try. Also try some sugar and some drips of caustic. The system 

can not fail. (1:33). "Turning on my DIY MaGrav" Video,  one thing is the wires into the 

meter are too far apart for the MG fields to Nano coat, wait and see if the wires after the 

meter get coated. Explains when you put two meter on either side of P, the cascading 

traps the P field flow, like putting 2 states of matter, you create a new condition. (1:45). 

The man with MG experiment, only a minor difference in kw, because you are using very 

low voltage it takes longer for wires to Nano coat, find a 500 watt load.  Russia is using 

the technology for Peace.  (1:50).  Latest document on how to connect and condition the 

MG Units. Looking for Plasma work force, people who understand the P and want to 



help humanity, not interested in making polished products but quality products. National 

securities have woken up to support the Foundation. Man reads the document. Phase 

meter included to find the Live Wire, match to Live on MG Unit. (2:07). Keshe likes 

document, IMPORTANT do not use old incandescent light bulbs in the beginning. This 

is how the expertise of people around the world helping. KF supports manufacturing 

around world, and will give financing. KF is a Spaceship Program and not Power. We 

need Flight, Medical, Food, Water units to travel in Space. Procedure for new car 

manufacture, that can hover, collaboration with KF. (2:14). Once your house is Nano 

coated you simply have to put the medical unit in room of sick person, Plasma fields are 

already there. One future president wants to bring KF to his nation.  (2:28). Alex 

developing in Nigeria, India still biggest problem because of caste system, KF controlling 

51% of Manufacturing. See KF as a process to help humanity, governments can't stop it, 

it's too big now. We tap into your Soul in your need to give, Alex good example, to teach 

Keshe's 2 sons the ethos.   (2:37). Video about how to make Nano Coating, do not yet use 

braided Cu wires, because make a composite fields, fast forward to Nano coat with 

plants, caustic and Al foil, spray on coils and 24 hours black, then apply voltmeter to 

reduce potential.  To Nano coat with Plasma attach wires before the PU more voltage and 

faster. (2:49).  Teach about Nano coating with P, create a power box between PU and 

Grid, attach wires in box, the direction of the coil windings not effected like in other 

methods, specific way to do it, otherwise they become resistive, have to be part of the P. 

The black spots on your ceiling is actually nano coating the ceiling, it's like smoking fish. 

The 3 reactors create SS, but you're living on one called Earth.  (3:00).  Wire stripper 

method video. The Chinese showing fat boy, talking about where to connect the coils, it 

should fly. More presentations, put the coils inside each other before Nano coating, some 

housewife's Nano coating, more women coming on board, change the household. (3:11). 

Video of Austrian MG system, temperature remains cold, the stereo system is both 

resistive and non-resistive. (3:20). Video of guy making capacitors, winding in direction 

of clockwise makes C-Clockwise coil, Gans coated paper wrap around nano wire, puts it 

inside another Nano coil. (3:34). His Gans are mixtures. he wants a higher gradient about 

Cu, titanium, or CuO2. One guy used Pb, but dangerous. Winding direction confusion,  

 

(3:38). Right is tight, left is loose, so right would be going into planet and left causing 

lift. Rick says why did we settle of Right-hand threads, which are 99% of the threads, 

they spiral into the earth. Don't throw the C-Clockwise coils away because that's how we 

are going to create lift. (Space rockets start to turn C-Clockwise on lift off.) (3:42). Guys 

talking about creating light bulb with tiny coils, friction inside fields. Try putting light 

bulbs near a reactor. (3:53). A document on the screen about coil orientation. Rick starts 

to argue with the guy, he says before you mention the direction first you have to specify 

do you mean the rod that winds, or the wire. Arguments.  (4:03).  Keshe comes back, says 

the problem sits in your brain, even if you go in the wrong way, make all your coils that 

way. The spin of the P irrelevant, discussion is good but argument wastes energy, when 

you go with the flow of the P easy, opposite creates resistance, when you go in the right 

direction you maximize your output, you get it by experiencing it. (4:12). Keshe is 

summarizing things, 2 Nano wires together get nothing, put Gans between them you get a 

battery, if you don't know test and teach us. He tested the CO2 for years, no more spoon 

feeding, experiment or it gets to narrow, be kindergarteners and open up the knowledge, 



test it and bring back the knowledge, build on it.  (4:19). Get Drill and rod, put wire on 

the rod and turn C-Clockwise.  

 


